THE BATTLE OF HASTINGS

BATTLEMENT. Sign at entrance suggests well groomed golf course ready to do battle!

CHIVALROUS. Four knights of the five-iron brave weather to slay the par dragon.

STOCKING CAP ARMOUR. Jerry McCann, left, shows fighting uniform to Fred Anderson, center, and Tony Magina.

SOOTHSAVERS. Manager Bob Neiderkorn, left and Host Superintendent Steve Schumacher predicted high scores but much fun.
HASTINGS' HIGHLIGHTS

DELUXE OPERATOR. Kromer Company's Fran Clark makes it look easy.

DIFFICULT. The Par 3 ninth yields many bogies and few birdies.

NEW MEMBERS. Left to right, Harold Davis, Douglas Nuernberg and Dennis Voigt were accepted.

RAKISH. Kent Kromer demonstrates sand trap raking unit.

We're seen in all the right places.
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